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  . . I've decided to share it with the community! This is the bot that makes trains for the TrainStation game. It allows you to make trains by selecting a route and a train type and its destination. The bot will try to give a timetable to the train. You can use the bot in a public server. For a private server, I'm planning to release the source code. A: There are several existing questions about trains and AutoIT.
It is possible to construct a simple schedule, but you have to know where to start and how to take the next steps. E.g. one can start with the SQLite DBA by Robin Mills, or with this open source AutoIT project. The simplest example is on Wikipedia. To get the maximum performance out of the train of this example one can start with a standard train schedule table. This is an image of the table, with

the trains sorted by (railway code, number and destination. It is split up into one table for the departure and one for the arrival, to make searching easier. The source code is available on GitHub: Each table row specifies a train and its departure and arrival time. The departure time is not specified if the train arrives at the next station. Each row is identified by an unique identifier. The train will be
scheduled into the engine with the maximum "unlocked" time. The first train from row 8, arrives first at station 17 and can start at 9:00, the next at 8:45, the next at 8:30 and so on. The train from row 2 arrives first at station 8 and can start at 6:30. If the train is about to arrive at the next station, its arrival time is not specified. This is a common approach in practical scheduling. This means that a train

that arrives early at a station will get dropped off at the next station. The trains can be scheduled starting at any train stop. If the departure time of a train is specified, the time of the train stops must be after the departure time and no later than the scheduled arrival time of the train. The arrival time is not specified for trains that are about to arrive, but there will be no delay if the departure time is early.
The train time must be within the engine time. One can always pick the next train 82157476af
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